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Continuing trends in device fabrication towards smaller feature sizes, lower 

thermal budgets and advanced device structures put greater emphasis on controlling the 

surface structure and reactivity during processing.. Since the evolution of the 

semiconductor surface during processing is determined by the interaction of multiple 

surface processes, understanding how to control and m o d e  these processes on the atomic 

level would enable us to exert greater control over the resulting morphology and 

composition. Low energy ions represent one method for bringing controlled amounts of 

energy to the surface to modify surface structure and kinetics. The kinetic energy 

deposited by the ions can break bonds and displace atoms, creating defect populations 

significantly in excess of the equilibrium concentration. Consequences of these non- 
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equilibrium conditions include the enhancement of surface kinetic processes, increased 

surface reactivity and formation of metastable structures and compositions. These effects 

can be beneficial (ion enhanced mass transport can lead to surface smoothing) or they can 

be detrimental (residual defects can degrade electrical properties or lead to 

amorphization). The net results depend on a complex balance that depends on many 

parameters including ion mass, energy, flux and temperature. In the following section, we 
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review progress both in our fbndamental understanding of the production of low-energy 25 
ion-induced defects and in the use of low energy ions to enhance surface morphology, 
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stimulate low temperature growth and obtain non-equilibrium structures and 

compositions. 

Defect Production 

Quantitative understanding of defect production by low energy ions is an essential 

prerequisite to understanding how low energy ions interact and m o d e  other surface 

processes. Compared with our knowledge of ion-solid interactions at high energies, 

however, the interaction of low energy ions with surfaces is much less well understood. 

SimplifLing assumptions such as the binary collision [TRIM, Ziegler] approximation can 

not be used to make the calculation of defect yields more tractable. As Dodson points out 

(podson, CRC Critical reviews], in the low energy regime the electronic structure may be 

redistributed in response to the incoming particle so as to alter the nature of the 

interaction. The electronic redistribution is akin to the formation of chemical bonds; 

allowing the occurrence of these interactions was found to significantly decrease the 

penetration of the incoming ion into the surface compared to when they were forbidden. 

In spite of this difficulty, there have been various studies using molecular dynamics 

simulations to model the interaction of low energy ions with surfaces [de la Rubia, Gilmer, 

KitabatakekkGreene; Averback; Heinig]. Although these calculations are difficult and 

time consuming, they provide important insight into the creation of defects by the incident 

ion. Of course, the time scale studied by these simulations is extremely short, (maximim 

of nanoseconds) so that any relaxation of the structure by lattice or surface transport can 

not be seen. In general, these simulations indicate that displacements occur significantly 



closer to the surface and the number of defects is generally larger than the binary collision 

approximation estimates. 

A usefbl analytical model for understanding the dependence of displacement yields 

on ion mass and energy and the partitioning of ion-induced displacements between the 

surface and the bulk the was developed by Brice et a1 price, NIM B]. These mass- 

energy diagrams provide a convenient map for understanding trends in ion-induced 

damage production. An example is shown in figure 1 for various ion masses and energy 

incident on a Si substrate. The top curve shows the calculated number of surface 

displacements, the middle shows the number of bulk displacements and the bottom 

contour map delineates regions (going from low energy to high energy) for the creation 

of no displacements, surface displacements only, and combined surface and bulk 

displacements. The shaded region is of particular interest for surface processing, because 

at these energies only surface displacements can be created with no coincident bulk 

damage. The lowest energy for creation of defects occurs when the mass of the ion is 

matched to the substrate (the condition for maximum momentum transfer) so large mass 

mismatches between the sample and ion species can be used to help confine ion damage to 

the surface. 

Because of the small number of defects produced by low energy ions, it has been 

difficult to obtain quantitative defect yields for comparison with calculations. Surface 

science tools such as reflection high energy electron diffraction (RKEED) and scanning 

tunneling microscopy (STM) have been instrumental in quantifjring the defect creation rate 

and the structure of the ion-induced defects. STM studies of ion bombarded surfaces of 

Pt (001) [michely] and Si(OO1) [bedrossianj have demonstrated that both adatom and 



vacancy type defects are produced on the surface. The presence of monolayer deep 

vacancy clusters and adatom islands fbrther indicate that all the damage can be confined to 

the surface at low ion energy. 

Studies of the kinetics of defect formation have been performed with RHEED. 

This technique is only sensitive to defects on the surface and therefore will not measure 

defects trapped in the bulk. Floro et a1 ploro JAP] have measured the defect yield for low 

energy inert ions on Ge(OO1) as a fknction of ion mass, energy and surface temperature. 

The generally good agreement between TRIM estimations of the total defect yield and the 

measurements at low temperature suggests that most of the low energy ion-induced 

defects migrate to the surface and do not recombine in the bulk. At higher temperatures, 

the surface defect yield drops dramatically, indicating the onset of surface defect mobility 

and recombinatiodannihation of the adatoms and surface vacancies. In other 

experimental studies, the temperature dependence of the surface morphology evolution of 

Ge(OO1) [Chason, JVST] and Si(OO1) Pedrossian, PRL] during ion bombardment 

indicates that the mobility of vacancy-like defects is comparable to adatoms with a 

comparable activation energy. Sequences of growth and ion bombardment demonstrated 

that the roughness produced by surface vacancies or adatoms could be cancelled by 

introducing a surplus of defects of the opposite type [Chason, M R S ,  APL; Bedrossian 

PRL] . 

A schematic of the various processes controlling ion-induced defect production 

and interaction is shown in figure 2. During the initial cascade, a number of defects 

comparable to the total number of displacements is created and migrates to the surface 

with the interstitials forming adatoms and the vacancies forming surface vacancies. If the 



temperature is sufficiently low, the surface defects are immobile and simply contribute to 

surface roughness. If the temperature is high enough, the defects are mobile and defects 

of opposite type can annihilate with each other or with other surface features. 

Surface Morphology Enhancement 

Control of surface morphology becomes increasingly more important as device 

feature size shrinks. This is especially serious in the growth of new device structures 

incorporating strained heteroepitaxial layers where the presence of misfit strain between 

the layers alters the growth mode and eventually induces a transition Erom layer-by-layer 

growth to 3-d islands. Several groups have shown that ion-assisted growth can have a 

significant atffect on modifjring the growth mode to suppress this transition. Choi and 

Barnett have demonstrated this during the growth of GaAs on Si(OO1) [Choi, PRL]. 

Using an RF plasma source during deposition, they discovered a narrow range of ion 

energies peaked at 28 eV over which the surface remained smooth during growth. A 
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cross-section of the surface grown with and without concurrent ion bombardment (figure 

3) shows that the surface is dramatically smoother when grown with the ion assistance 

than wthout it. A similar result was obtained during the ion-assisted growth of Ge on Si 

by Tsai et a1 [Tsai, ???I with Ar ions at energies between 70 and 150 eV. Without ion 

bomabrdment, large 3-dimensional Ge islands were observed in crossectional TEM and a 

RHEED pattern corresponding to a rough surface was observed. In both cases, the 

mechanism for the enhancement was determined to be dissolution of marginally stable 3-d 

islands by the ion-induced defects. 



In order to fbrther explore the mechanisms leading to ion-assisted enhancement of 

surface morphology during growth, Chason et a1 [Chason, APL] measured the evolution 

of surface roughness during ion-assisted homoepitaxial deposition of Ge on Ge(OO1). 

Because there is no strain in this system, there was no tendency to develop 3-d islands. 

The enhanced smoothness of the surface during ion bombardment and growth relative to 

growth or ion bombardment was also attributed to ion-induced destabilization of small 2-d 

clusters which promote the incorporation of adatoms at steps. This is the 2-dimensional 

equivalent of the result found by Barnett and by Tsai, i.e., that ion induced defects help 

destabilize small clusters. Recent Monte Carlo simulations wellerrnan, MRS] support 

this interpretation and demonstrate that the recombination of ion-induced vacancies with 

adatom clusters can enhance the coarsening of 2-d islands on the surface and promote the 

incorporation of adatoms into existing steps rather than forming new islands. 

Recently, it has been recognized that surface morphology and strain relaxation are 
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intimately related. Several models [Srolovitz, Voorhees, Orr] incorporate relaxation 

around islands as a way to accommodate strain. It has also been seen that misift 

dislocations preferentially nucleate at the edges of islands IJ;egoues] so that suppression of 

islanding may be important for preventing relaxation of meatastable strained films. 

Mirecki [Mirecki, ]has demonstrated that controlling the surface morphoogy through ion- 

assisted growth methods can also be used to control the degree of strain relaxation. The 

use of ion assisted growth during the deposition of InGaAs on GaAs (001) substrates was 

shown to greatly supress the roughness and also prevent strain relaxation of the film. 

Without simultaneous ion bombardment, the film roughened immediately with rapid 

concurrent strain relaxation. But during growth with 36 eV Ar ion assistance, over 40 



monolayers of InGaAs could be deposited before measureable strain relaxation was 

observed. 

Low energy ion bombardment has been shown to assist in the growth of non- 

epitaxial films as well. Seeding of the surface with ion-induced defects can enhance the 

nucleation rate [RosenfeldComsa; Greene review] of metal layers. In fine metal limes on 

semiconductors, this added ability to control microstructure may be important for 

prevention of electromigration related failures. Rossnagel has recently discussed the use 

of ionized metal plasma sources to produce lines with high aspect ratios [Rossnagel, 

MRS]. The improved directionality also enhances the filling of trenches and vias. 

In the previous examples, the effect of the ion beam is mediated by the creation of 

mobile defects. Since these defects can be long-lived and as mobile as adatoms, the 

effective range of the ion-enhancement can be quite large. There have also been 

demonstrations of more direct ion modiication of the surface structure and transport . 

Several groups [??? MRS, Cliche, PRLf have presented results suggesting that momentum 
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transfer impart by the ion can directly influence transport of atoms on the surface. Mueller 

has also shown by simulations wueller] how knock-on collisions can help fill in trenches 

and den@ films. Greene [Greene, APL] has also suggested that low energy Si ions can 

lower the temperature for epitaxial growth by helping to fill in the V-shaped trenches that 

form during low temperature Si homoepitq and seem to play a role in nucleation of the 

amorpous phase. 

In amorphous materials, collective phenomena may occur that also lead to surface 

morphology changes. The Klaumunzer “hammering” effect has been shown by Polman 

[Polman, JAP] to lead to spreading of Si02 mask features on the surface and can actually 



induce the etched features in the mask to close up. Low energy ions have also been 

shown to greatly enhance viscous flow in oxides [Volkert; Chason JAP] so that the ion 

enehanced room temperature viscosity is comparable to the thermal viscosity at 1000 C. 

Amorphization of Ge surfaces was found to smoothen out sputter-induced roughness by 

allowing viscous flow to occur[Chason, PRL] and explains why sputter cleaning at room 

temperature is prefereable to elevated temperatures for prevention of roughness. 

Low Temperature Processing 

Thermal budgets will continue to decrease as device dimensions get smaller and 

implants get shallower. Low temperature formation of dielectric layers and low- 

temperature growth of device quality epitaxial Si layers and strained hetero-layers will be 

needed to realize advanced device structures. If low energy ions could be used to enhance 

processing at low temperatures, , this would have a significant impact on hture trends in 

semiconductor processing. 
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Hsu et a1 [Hsu/Tasch, APL, JEM 19901 have shown that a remote Ar plasma in 

conjunction with silane CVD can be used to decrease the temperature for epitaxial growth 

to as low as 150 C. The sample chamber is separate from the plasma source and plasma 

generated excited species are transported to the sample where they interact with the 

reactant silane gas and the sample surface. The mechanism for the plasma enhancement is 

enhanced removal of H from the Si surface by the energetic Ar species since H desorption 

is the rate limiting step in this CVD reaction. Atwater [Tsai] has also shown that low 

energy bomabrdment by Xe ions during low temperature Si MBE increases the epitaxial 



thickness. The ions enhance the removal of H during the growth process which has been 

shown to be critical to suppressing nucleation of the amorphous phase.[Adams,???] 

Ions have also been shown to be beneficial in low temperature cleaning of Si 

surfaces which is essential for developing hlly integrated processing. Hsu [HsurTasch] 

have used a remote H plasma which cleans and passivates the Si surface. This process is 

compatible with UHV processing and removes both C and 0 fiom the surface and the low 

energy of the H ions (typically <50 eV) minimizes the production of surface and 

subsurface damage [ Yamada paper]. 

Direct energetic ion deposition has also been attempted as a way to enable growth 

to occur at very low temperatures. One approach to this problem uses mass-selected high 

energy beams that are decelerated immediately before the sample to produce very low 

energy (10 - 50 eV) ions [Appleton, Herbots]. Difficulties in preventing the production of 

high energy parasistic ions or neutrals and in making high flux sources may limit potential 

applications of this approach. Ohmi hasused a discharge between two Si plates to produce 
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low temperature deposition with very low ion energies. He finds an optimum ion energy 

of ??? for growth, consistent with the window for surface displacements proposed by 

Brice et a1 price, NIM B]. At too low an ion energy, there is not sufficient energy to 

displace atoms on the surface, while at too high an energy, subsurface damage is created. 

Greene [Greene, APL] has developed a UHV sputter process that allows very low energy 

(18 ev) Si species to be deposited on the surface. He finds a significant enhancement in 

the epitxial growth thickness at low temperature which he attributes to filling in of 

trenches by the depositied species and hence suppression of formation of the amorphous 

phase. 



Dielectric layers may also require novel formation methods to decrease the thermal 

budget. There is significant interest in deposition of Si02 and other dielectric materials 

such as silicon nitrides and oxynitrides as alternatives to thermal processing. ECR and 

other plasma sources are being considered for low temperature deposition of high quality 

dielectric layers [need references]. 

Non-equilibrium Compositions 

As the difficulty of continuing to scale down the feature size of devices becomes 

greater, there is increased interest in developing alternative device structures or Si-based 

alloys that may be able to acheive higher performance without a decrease in feature size. 

In the MODFET device structure, for instance, a thin , highly doped layer is desired to 

enhance mobility of the carriers. But most dopants are difficult to incorporate during Si 

MBE and very thin layers cannot be produced by other growth techniques. Greene [ref 

Greene] has shown that energetic deposhion of Sb ions during Si deposition enables the 
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concentration of Sb in the delta layer to be greatly increased while preventing segregation 

of the Sb to the surface during growth. The kinetic energy of the Sb enables it to be 

incorporated into subsurface layers, and the energetic barriers to difision are sufficient to 

prevent the Sb from migrating to the surface. 

In the 111-V semiconductors, strained layers have been used to tailor the electronic 

structure. Similar approaches have been attempted using Si-based alloys that would 

maintain the manufacturability of Si while improving performance. As discussed earlier, 

ions have been used with SiGe growth [Tsai] to prevent the strain-induced roughening 

that occurs as the layers get thicker. An alternative approach to this is to prepare alloys 



containing Si, Ge and C [Strane, APL] in which the C compensates for the strain of the Ge 

and the alloy can be made lattice matched to the Si substrate. Because the equilibrium 

solubility of C in Si is extremely low, alternatives to thermal means must be used to grow 

these alloys. Strane [Strane] has used solid-phase epitaxial regrowth (SPEG) of C- 

implanted SiGe layers to incorporate up to 1.4% of C substitutionally into the layer. 

However, for this amount of C strain effects dominate and an increase in the bandgap due 

to C incorporation has not yet been observed. Atwater [Atwater] has also used this 

technique to produce layers of SiGeSn with similar motivation. Energetic deposition of C 

into the alloy during epitaxial growth has been suggested [Herbots???], but results have 

not yet been reported. 

Current Needs and Future Directions 

Defect Production 

Although there has been much progress recently in understanding the formation of 

low energy ion-induced defects, there is still a significant need for more information about 

the production process. Multiple fbndamental questions about how defects are created and 

subsequently interact need to be answered and may provide alternative ideas for using ions 

to modi@ sufiace processes. The most basic questions involve the number of defects 

produced and their depth distribution. Computational difficulties in this energy regime 

make it unlikely that a simple, universally-accessible defect production simulator like 

TRIM can be developed to calculate defect yields and ion trajectories. In the absence of a 

simple model, an extensive database of surface defect yield is desirable although post- 



bombardment recombination processes means that the effects of ion mass, ion energy, 

substrate and temperature must be included. 

Understanding defect transport is equally important in determining the atomistic 

mechanisms operating during ion assisted growth. Such fhdamental questions as how 

defects migrate to the surface, i.e., do they random walk or do they preferentially diffuse 

back along the ion track, remain to be answered. Use of microscopic imaging capabilities 

such as the STM to study the defect formation process may be able to shed light on some 

of these processes directly, e.g., by measuring the spatial distribution of ion-induced 

defects on the surface. The disparity between the total number of defects created and the 

number reaching the surface can help determine how important relaxation and bulk 

recombination processes are. A combination of experments and calculations will be 

necessary to fblly understand the motion and interaction of ion-induced defects. Because 

of the longer time scales involved, direct calculation of defect motion by molecular 

dynamics simulations is difficult and other methods may have to be considered. 

Surface Morpholom Enhancement 

The fact that Si surfaces start off very smooth and tend to remain that way under 

current processing conditions limits the immediate need for greater surface morphology 

control. This may change as decreasing thermal budgets require lower temperature 

processing steps that produce rougher morphologies and decreased feature sizes make 

even small amounts of roughness intolerable. Under these conditions, it may become 

advantageous to use ions to promote athermal transport mechanisms to improve surface 



morphology.. For instance, the use of ion-enhanced visocus flow may be usefbl as a way 

to enhance the morphology of deposited dielectric layers. 

The greatest potential impact of ion-assisted growth may come with the 

introduction of new device structures incorporating strained heteroepitaxial layers. 

Suppression of islanding and “cr~ss-hatching~~ roughness instabilities will become critical 

issues for these thin layers that require sharp interfaces. In addition, if strained layers are 

required then islanding which leads to strain relaxation must be suppressed. Low energy 

ions have shown great potential for improvement in both these areas. The question of 

whether these new device structures are ultimately employed, however, depends on 

whether strained layer materials can enhance performance signifcantly beyond what can be 

acheived by scaling. 

Low Temperature Processing 

Thermal budgets will continue to decrease, making the implementation of non- 
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thermally activated deposition processes more attractive. The success of reactive ion 

etching to greatly enhance what can be done by thermal means may remove some of the 

resistance to using ions in other processes. Extensive work being done on deposition of 

dielectric layers by plasma-assisted means may make this the most likely candidate for 

implementation. Low temperature epitaxial deopostion of Si, although potentially 

important in certain advanced structures, must produce layers with extremely low levels of 

defects and H incorporation to be accepted. 



Non-equilibrium Compositions 

The importance of using ions to produce metastable compositions depends on the 

same issues as the use of heteroepitaxial layers: at what point will the difficulty of scaling 

to smaller dimensions become greater than that of using novel materials. SiGe layers are 

currently being used in heterojunction bipolar transistors, but their hture in MOS 

technology is not yet known. Similarly, not enough is known about the band structure of 

other group-IV based alloys to determine what levels of performance enhancement can be 

gained. The large lattice mismatch involved in using C as an alloying material suggests 

that some non-equilibrium methods will need to be employed to incorporate it into the 

diamond cubic structure. Similarly, the growth of wide band-gap compound 

semiconductors (e.g., GaN) may also benefits fiom using energetic N species to improve 

the growth. If ions can assist in the formation of materials for blue lasers, then the 

potential impact in opto-electronic applications may be greater than in microelectronics. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Calculated surface and bulk displacements per incident ion for Si as a hnction of 
ion energy and mass incident at 60 deg from the surface normal. Note the lox vertical 
scale increase for the bulk case (middle panel). On the lower panel, contours show the 
regions (starting from lowest energy) of no displacements, surface displacements only, and 
increasing fraction of bulk displacements. 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of various processes controlling ion-induced defect 
production and interaction. The initial ion cascade produces multiple defects that can 
migrate to the surface and form surface vacancies and adatoms. For sufficiently high 
temperature, these defects can difise along the surface and interact with surface features 
or annihilate with defects of theopposite type. 

Figure 3. Cross section transmission electron micrograph showing 18 monolayer 
equivalent thicknesses of GaAs grown on Si by MBE without (upper photo) and with 
(lower photo) 28 eV Ar ion bombardment. The ion beam assisted growth suppresses 3D 
island growth and leads to nearly uniform layer-by-layer growth. Work is by Choi, Ai and 
Barnett. 
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Figure! Cross section transmission electron micrograph showing 18 monolayer equivalent 

thicknesses of GaAs growth on Si by MBE without (upper photo) 'and with (lower photo) 28 eV 

Ar ion bombardment. The ion beam assisted growth suppresses 3D island growth and leads to 

nearly uniform layer by layer growth. Work is by Choi, A i  and Barnetym 


